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Once an inexpensive gift often given away, Depression glass is one of today's most sought after collectible. This
essential guide gives collectors current market values for more than 10,000 items that often carry sentimental, as well as
financial value. This comprehensive guide delivers double the photos as previous editions, as the most specific
identification process of any guide on the market today. In this book, expert and beginning glass collectors will find: •
1,000 detailed color photos and lien drawings of 170 patterns help with identification and pattern recognition •
Background information to help collectors to savvy sellers and buyers in the more than 7,000 daily eBay auctions
devoted to Depression glass • A library showcasing the evolution of plate shapes over the years
Describes the history and popularity of depression glass, details specific patterns, offers tips for collection and
preservation, and presents the market value for each piece
At last, a field guide that is truly a "pocket guide." Measuring in at only 4-1/4 X 5-1/4 inches, this is a book that fits easily
into any handbag, purse, backpack or...pocket! Compact in size, but packing a real wallop of identification information,
this Depression glass guide includes over 500 photos & illustrations and accurate pricing for each of the 300 pieces
included. Covers more than 100 different patterns, from Adam to Windsor, and includes color variations for most pieces.
At the back of the book, readers will find a quick guide to patterns, and a cross-index of names, making on-the-spot
identification a breeze. Both beginning and experienced collectors will treasure this take-along guide!
A full-color, lushly illustrated graphic novel that recounts the many-layered past and present of beer through dynamic
pairings of pictures and meticulously researched insight into the history of the world's favorite brew. Starting from about
7,000 BC, The Comic Book Story of Beer traces beer's influence through world history, encapsulating early man's
experiments with fermentation, the rise and fall of Ancient Rome, the (often beer-related) factors that led Europe out of
the Dark Ages, the Age of Exploration, the spread of capitalism, the Reformation, and on up to the contemporary
explosion of craft brewing. No book has ever told the story of beer in a graphic format as a liberating or emancipating
force that improved the life of everyday people. Visually riffing on abstract subjects like pasteurization, "original gravity,"
and "lagering," artist Aaron McConnell has a flair for cinematic action and demonstrates versatility in depicting characters
and episodes from beer's rich history. Hand-drawn in a classic, accessible style, The Comic Book Story of Beer makes a
great gift, and will appeal to the most avid comic book geek and those who live for beer.
Shows and describes bowls, butter dishes, tumblers, vases, plates, cups, and pitchers by a variety of manufacturers, and
lists current prices.
With a convenient portable size and 500 full-color photographs, this handbookfor collectors features shape and pattern
guides and pattern and manufacturerindexes.
Identifies, prices, and dates over three hundred patterns for Depression-era glassware organized by color.
By weaving through her memories and watching the family and friends she left behind, 18-year-old Liz Valchar solves the
mystery of how her life ended in the Long Island Sound.
Featuring more than 1,000 color pictures and current pricing, this dynamic field guide is the most complete and compact guide to U.S. stamps
on the market.
Explore the timeless and very popular Depression Glass collectibles with this up-to-date guide containing descriptions and 9,600 values for
nearly 140 patterns. Photos and drawings detail and identify the invaluable patterns such as Adam, Colonial, Jubilee, Old English, Patrick and
Windsor.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is
Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist
teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
Green was a popular color for glassware made during the Depression and its popularity among collectors is very evident today. This book
includes examples of forty-six patterns and brief histories of the glass companies, along with a chapter of incidental pieces from such firms as
Anchor Hocking, Bartlett-Collins, Federal, Hazel-Atlas, Imperial, L. E. Smith, U. S. Glass and others. An indispensable guide for all who
collect Depression Era glass and enjoy the beauty of green glassware.
World of Warcraft is the most popular ever MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role playing game), with over twelve million subscribers
and growing every day. WoW is everywhere - from episodes of South Park and The Simpsons, to online series like Watch the Guild,
accolades and awards from game critics, prime-time commercials with William Shatner and Mr. T., and even criminal and civil courts in the
real world. People marry and divorce individuals they have met in the game, realworld financial markets thrive in virtual WoW property,
parents have their kids treated' for Warcraft addiction, and real-world lawsuits, vendettas, and murders have been provoked by the game.
Since identities are known to be assumed, is it okay to totally misrepresent yourself in the game? Does the Corrupted Blood epidemic warn
us of future public health catastrophes? How can it be wrong to steal something which doesn't exist or torture characters who don't feel pain?
Is warfare really essential to the world of Warcraft? What can our own world learn from Azeroth's blend of primitivism and high-tech? A
specially commissioned guild of philosophers tackle these and other hard questions in World of Warcraft and Philosophy. ''Finally, something
Horde and Alliance alike can enjoy! Log off and curl up with World of Warcraft and Philosophy: you'll level up your Intellect for better boasting
at your next guild party and cocktail party alike. ''
Dealing primarily with the glass made from the 1920s through the end of the 1930s, this book contains color photographs, vintage catalog
pages, updated values, and a special section on reissues and fakes. 8.5 x 11. 2002 values.
As a teenager growing up during the Depression, Moss Trawnley doesn't have time to be a kid. In search of opportunity, Moss lies about his
age and heads west to join Roosevelt's Civilian Conservation Corps. While working to protect Montana's wildlife, he goes to school, makes
lifelong friends, falls in love, and finds what he almost lost in the crisis of the Great Depression: himself. In this captivating work of fiction,
Jeanette Ingold tells the story of a teen who risks everything to start a new life and, in the process, gains a future.
A Touch of Glass Warman's Depression Glass Handbook is an easy-to-use reference featuring a one-of-a-kind thumbnail pattern guide for
quick identification and discovery of this popular and delightful glass. Featuring 170 Depression glass patterns, detailed pattern drawings,
values, a shape guide and glorious color pictures throughout, the handbook is the most extensive portable guide on the market. Depression
glass has been a longstanding favorite of collectors and is experiencing a renaissance among those looking to add a splash of style to their
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home entertaining. Ideal for both new and established fans alike, Warman's Depression Glass Handbook is the perfect guide for enjoying and
exploring the timeless beauty of this marvelous glass.

Depression glass endures as one of the most popular collectibles in the marketplace. This complete guide contains full
colour photos, detailed line drawings, descriptions, and more than 10,000 up-to-date values for 155 of the most popular
Depression glass patterns. Ellen Schroy has assembled a comprehensive guide that collectors will find invaluable. This
second edition includes photos and drawings to aid in identifying and valuing patterns such as Adam, Colonial, Old
English, Patrick, Windsor, and dozens more. The second edition features updated pricing and 15 additional patterns and
100 more photos than the first edition. Patterns are organised by style for easy identification.
This comprehensive guide is the only one of its kind to include both coins and paper money in one volume. With detailed,
updated price listings and over 500 photos, this book makes identifying simple for beginners and experienced
numismatists alike
Lindly Haunani and Maggie Maggio are renowned for their courses and workshops on color as well as for their
outstanding polymer clay work. In this book, they offer instruction and inspiration that focuses on polymer clay as a
learning tool that readers can use to explore their own color instincts and preferences and develop their own palettes.
Each chapter investigates a specific color principle, with the discussion supported by a related exercise, a “studio tool”
assignment or demonstration, a polymer clay jewelry project, and a profile of a prominent polymer clay artist. Sample
topics include: •The Complexity of Color •Three Properties of Color •Choosing Your Palette •Mixing Colors That Flow
•Matching Colors with Precision •Games Colors Play •Orchestrating Color Combinations •Color Composition:
Placement and Proportion •Playful Patterns •Tantalizing Textures
Warman's Depression Glass HandbookIdentification, Values, Pattern GuidePenguin
With 2,000 gas pumps, including many never-before-seen illustrations and secondary market pricing, featured in a clear
and concise format, there's no doubt why An Illustrated Guide to Gas Pumps, 2nd Edition is the top choice for anyone
with an appreciation for petroliana. &break;&break;Listed alphabetically by manufacturer, this new edition covers 100
years of pumps through detailed listings including production information, company history and fun facts about pump
operations. &break;&break; Ultimate online gas pump site - www.oldgas.com identifies no less than 100 restored stations
and petroliana museums around the U.S. and abroad &break; Features 1,500 color illustrations, including many neverbefore-seen images of pumps manufactured between 1885 and 1967
An illustrated identification and price guide to Roseville pottery.
Interest in coin collecting and paper money is at an all-time high, thanks in part to the new designs of modern U.S. coins
and currency, the increasing market value of precious metals, and the great investment coin collecting has been in recent
years. Recent reports estimate that there are over 1 million serious coin collectors in the U.S. And the U.S. Mint
estimates that nearly 150 million people have collected the 50 State Quarters. The bestselling Warman's Coins & Paper
Money, now in its 5th edition, is the most comprehensive, colorful, informative, and thorough identification and price
guide of its kind. It covers everything from the evolution of U.S. coins and currency to the latest in minted coinage. Big,
bold and informative, this invaluable tool is a must-have for collectors of all levels, whether they are children or adults,
novice or experienced veterans. But this book doesn't stop at U.S. coins and currency. It also features a panoramic and
full-color view of coins and currency from Canada, Mexico, and Europe. About the Author A veteran numismatist by trade
and passion, Arlyn G. Sieber is a freelance writer and editor. A former editor of Numismatic News and Coin Prices
magazine, Sieber was a 25-year employee for Krause Publications. His previous numismatic book credits as a writer,
editor or contributor include the first two editions of North American Coins & Prices, Warman's Companion World Coins &
Currency, 2nd Edition, Warman's World Coins Field Guide, Instant Coin Collector, and Gold Rush. Sieber has also
contributed to The Numismatist, the ANA's official journal. Sieber is a 25-year member of the ANA and the Central States
Numismatic Society.
Provides information on the history and value of a wide variety of manufacturers and styles of drinking glasses, plates,
pitchers, vases, and related items
Once considered the stepchild of the collectible glass community, today carnival glass, "poor man's Tiffany" is synonymous with
class and exquisite artistry. This new edition of Warman's Carnival Glass includes a new description format, revamped from simple
line listings to listings with dimensions, title color and price range. Plus histories to major glass manufacturers, a guide to carnival
glass colors, current collector pricing and detailed patterns of carnival glass colors, current collector pricing and detailed patterns
of carnival glass from Acanthus to Zig Zag.
Both informative and portable, Depression Glass is full of the vital information you need to assess your collection and make wise
buying and selling decisions. This small package is perfect for taking with you to auctions, shows, estate sales, flea markets and
anywhere your collecting takes you. It provides a full dose of: &break;&break;95 Depression glass patterns
&break;&break;Thumbnail guide for instant pattern identification &break;&break;Tips for identifying reproductions
&break;&break;Authoritative pricing &break;&break;Collector resources &break;&break;So keep your copy of Depression Glass
handy and use it often. You'll see just how easy it is to decide if you should buy or sell before someone else beats you to it.
This indispensable reference guide helps you determine the classification and identification of Depression Glass and other
collectible glassware by the prominent design in the pattern. Glassware patterns from the 1920s through the 1970s are grouped
into twenty-one overall design categories; these include animals, circles or rings, diamonds, floral, fruit, geometric, ribbed, scroll,
and more. Within each category, the associated patterns are then listed and described in alphabetical order. Each pattern is
identified by its name, manufacturer, years of production, and colors used. Over 360 color photos illustrate the patterns that
appear on a variety of beautiful shapes and in different colors. Current market values are included in the captions. This book
provides the key to quick identification of glassware patterns and will be an invaluable tool for glass collectors, fanciers, and
dealers.
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Presents a collection of thirty sewing projects that can be completed using simple techniques, sharing step-by-step instructions for
such articles as a pleated clutch, a French-inspired day dress, and a portable kid-friendly checkers set.
Impressive in size, scope and detail unparalleled in the market, the 2020 Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1901-2000, provides
the most compelling and complete catalog to 20th Century coins in the world. You've come to rely on this mammoth reference for
the most up-to-date pricing and coin detail, as well as the most complete and insightful review of available and collectable world
coins. A worldwide network of 120 experts continues to uncover collector coin issues never before published. For the collector or
researcher attempting to identify world coins, this is the perfect single source. Inside this one-of-a-kind catalog, you'll find: • One
million accurate coin prices--empowering you to make informed buying or selling decisions. • MS65 and PR65 values for much of
the catalog • Detailed coin information unmatched in the hobby, making identification a snap • 60,000+ images, making the
catalog the most visual reference on the market • Globally accepted KM reference numbers key to identification What's more,
coins struck in gold, platinum and silver are detailed with: • Total coin weight • Fineness • Actual precious metal weight
This stylish, gorgeously photographed guide to Mexico City will help you get the most out of this vibrant, culturally rich
destination—or make you want to plan a trip! Vast and exciting, Mexico City has so much to offer, from museums to markets,
architectural wonders to Aztec monuments. This thorough and practical travel guide includes everything you need to know to enjoy
the lifestyle of Mexico City—its sights, sounds, and tastes. This Is Mexico City showcases the best museums (both traditional and
off-the-beaten-path), old-school mercados, public art, food trucks, and much more. Organized by neighborhood, each section
offers insider recommendations for every interest: For shoppers there are boutiques, galleries, and local artisan studios; for
foodies, trendy bars, tiny taco restaurants, ice cream parlors abound. An incredible experience awaits! This Is Mexico City
includes: Archaeological Sites • Architecture • Artists • Designers • For Kids • Galleries • Libraries • Monuments • Museums •
Parks • Plazas • Public Art • Shopping • To Eat, Drink • To Stay
The clean design and bright colors of the Fiesta dinnerware line?first introduced by the Homer Laughlin Co. in 1936?caught the
fancy of housewives everywhere, revolutionizing the market for tableware in the United States. Though originally offered in just five
colors?red, ivory, cobalt blue, yellow, and green?the number and variety of hues blossomed to include turquoise, rose, gray, forest
green, chartreuse, and medium green?one of the most popular and valuable. When the Fiesta line was reintroduced in 1986, after
a hiatus from 1973 to 1985, collecting interest surged again. The passion for the vintage colors was reignited, and the line's new
colors, including periwinkle, cinnabar and sunflower, created a stir amid a new generation of collectors. From the best of the old to
the latest and greatest modern colors of the new, Warman's? Fiesta Ware provides comprehensive expert advice and up-to-date
pricing for the line that lent distinction to the plainest table. With more than 1,000 eye-appealing photographs, this colorful story is
well told by author Mark F. Moran.
Through generations of a Kentucky bourbon family, this novel of sisterhood, secrets, regret and absolution “is rich with drama and
family intrigue” (Publishers Weekly). For the Butler family of Glass Ferry, Kentucky, bourbon has been a way of life for
generations. Beauregard “Honey Bee” Butler, was known for making some of the best whiskey in the state. Only one person was
entrusted with Honey Bee’s secret recipes before he passed on: his daughter Flannery. But Flannery is harboring other secrets
too—about her twin sister Patsy, older by eight minutes and pretty in a way Flannery knows she’ll never be. Then, on prom night,
Patsy disappears along with her date. Every succeeding year on the twins’ birthday, Flannery’s mother bakes a strawberry cake,
convinced that Patsy will finally come home. But it will be two tumultuous decades until the muddy river yields a clue about what
happened that night, compelling Flannery to confront the truth about her sleepy town, her family’s past, and the choices she and
those closest to her have made in the name of love.
This beautifully illustrated reference work features hundreds of elegant American glass forms in a wide spectrum of colors, shapes, and
etchings of 98 different patterns, made by preeminent manufacturers, including Cambridge, Heisey, Imperial, Paden City, and New
Martinsville. They date from 1915, when Fostoria American was introduced, to the 1990s, when Fenton's Cranberry Opalescent Hobnail was
first offered. The picture captions include dates of production and pattern and etching numbers, plus original company colors. Full lines of
dinnerware and their companion patterns are listed along with bedroom, bath, and decorating pieces, along with information gathered from
original catalogs and reprints, glass club newsletters, company brochures, trade journals, company advertising, and from many dedicated
dealers and collectors. This book is an essential guide to American elegant glass.
The take-it-with-you collecting resource: Warman's Depression Glass Field Guide! The new 5th edition of Warman's Depression Glass Field
Guide gives you the basic tools you need to identify, collect, and value the historic glassware created during and named after the Great
Depression of the 1930s: Nearly 500 images in a rainbow of colors. More than 150 patterns included, all with illustrations. Thousands of
listings and up-to-date values. Essential reproduction alerts. Additional resources: pattern silhouette identification price guide, collector clubs
and associations, production company time line, and full index of patterns.
The New York Times bestselling author of the Tradd Street novels explores a Southern family’s buried history, which will change the life of
the woman who unearths it, secret by shattering secret. Two years after the death of her husband, Merritt Heyward receives unexpected
news—Cal’s family home in Beaufort, South Carolina, bequeathed by his reclusive grandmother, now belongs to Merritt. In Beaufort, the
secrets of Cal’s unspoken-of past reside among the pluff mud and jasmine of the ancestral Heyward home on the Bluff. This unknown
legacy, now Merritt’s, will change and define her as she navigates her new life—a life complicated by the arrival of her too young stepmother
and ten-year-old half brother. Soon, in this house of strangers, Merritt is forced into unraveling the Heyward family past as she faces her own
fears and finds the healing she needs in the salt air of the Lowcountry.
In the authors' own words, this new edition of Strike It Rich with Pocket Change, dispels the myths of error coins and assists you in
discovering, marketing, and researching rare coins that you can find in your pocket change. More than 350 close-up illustrations, key
identifying details and current market values help you decipher the difference between proper and error issues and varying types of coins. In
addition, this unique must-have how-to also includes: • Coverage of Lincoln Memorial Cents, Roosevelt Dimes, Washington Quarters, John
F. Kennedy Half Dollars, State Quarters • Expert insight and advice about tools of the trade, preserving coins, buying and selling error-variety
coins • Terms and definitions associated with error coins Whether it's a Jefferson Presidential dollar missing edge lettering, that's worth
$2,000 - $10,000 plus or a Lincoln cent with trail marks that make it an error worth $1 - $3 there are hidden treasures to be found in your
pocket change, if you know what to look for.
A great guide book that sets the standard for pattern identification. More than 2,000 pieces listed with large, distinct drawings, sizes, colors,
current values. Carl F. Luckey supplements text with useful information for beginners, experts on manufacturers and repros.
Presents some of the finest depression glass pieces as well as information on identifying, buying, and selling the collectibles, in an edition
that includes over 170 patterns, current value listings, and a pattern silhouette guide.
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